
The Willow of Distinction
The 'Arabah (willow of the brook) has no

beauty or smell, does not give any shade, does
not produce any fruit and grows alone by the
water. Passers by don't even pick it.

There is a parable in Qol Sasson about a
king who had many maid-servants. Among them
was one who had no beauty, and none of the
men-servants wished to marry her. The king
seeing this, felt compassion towards her and
elevated her and made her part of his royal
retinue. As a result, all the other servants became
her servants. In addition, the king told the other
members of his royal retinue that he would not
approach them unless she was among them. This
ensured her acceptance by all.

The 'Arabah is likened to the maid-servant.
G-d took the 'Arabah and placed it among the
regal Lulab (shoot of the palm-tree), the Ethrogh
(citron) and the Hadas (myrtle) – three plants of
quality and distinction. Despite their importance,
without the 'Arabah, we are told that these three
are Pesulim (unfit for ritual use).

This is a great message from G-d that all
His creatures are equal and we should not push
anyone away or reject them, because G-d will not
accept us unless we include even the "'Arabah" of
His people.

(See Qol Sasson [¡akham Sasson Mordekhai Moshe] Ch. 43)

Prayer for the Rain on Shemini 'A£ereth
The prayer for the rain is said just before the Musaf

prayer of Shemini 'A£ereth. From that time and until the
first day of Pesa¥ (Passover) we mention the rain by saying
Mashib Haruwa¥ Umorid Haggeshem (most Ashkenazim,
though not all, say Haggashem) in the 'Amidah.

If, as is the custom among Sephardim and some
Ashkenazim, one mentions the dew and says Morid Ha¿¿al
the rest of the year, and now when we are supposed to
switch, out of force of habit one mentions Morid Ha¿¿al
again instead of Morid Haggeshem, it is not considered a
bad sign. This is because dew does, in fact, fall throughout
the year.

Since it is not a complete thanks to G-d, however, if
one remembers before the end of the Berakha (blessing) of
Me¥ayyei Hamethim, one should go back to Attah Gibbor
and say it correctly. If one remembers after saying G-d's
name in Me¥ayyei Hamethim, one does not go back.

According to the Ahkenazi Min¥agh (custom) of not
saying Morid Ha¿¿al, however, one must go back as outlined
in the Shul¥an 'Arukh and Rama (114:6) if one forgot to
say Mashib Haruwa¥ Umorid Haggeshem.
(See Shul¥an 'Arukh with Rama 114:5-8. Maamar Mordekhai [Eliyahu], Hilkhoth

¡aggim 56:1-3)
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The Various Degrees of Obligation to Sit in the Sukkah
Who should sit in the Sukkah? Men are obviously required, by the Torah, to sit in the Sukkah on

Sukkoth. Young boys must also be trained in the Mi£wah of sitting in the Sukkah. There are different opinions as
to at exactly what age this should be. There are those who say if the boy is clever, he should be trained in the
Mi£wah by the age of four and an average boy at the age of five. Others say a clever boy at the age of five and
an average boy at the age of six.

Women are exempt from Mi£woth that are dependant on time, such as the commandment of sitting in the
Sukkah, which is a commandment which takes place on the fifteenth day of the seventh month. As such,
women are not required to sit in the Sukkah. However, a woman who does sit in the Sukkah, gets Sakhar
(reward) for this meritorious deed.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shanah Aleph, Parashath Haazinu, Oth Yod Aleph)

Wezoth Habberakha: Moshe Rabbenu's intense love for the Jewish people
The Parasha of Wezoth Habberakha starts with the words: :F «zFn i¥p §t ¦l l®¥̀ ẍ §U ¦i í¥p §AÎz ¤̀  '`«d̈ Wi¬¦̀  d²¤Wn K¬©x ¥A  x ¤̧W£̀  d À̈kẍ §A ©d z`f́ §e And this is the

blessing that Moses, the man of G-d, blessed the Children of Israel with, before his death (Wezoth Habberakha Asher Berakh
Moshe Ish HaElokim, Eth Benei Yisrael Lifnei Motho).

     There are a couple of questions concerning this Pasuq (verse).

     1. Why does it mention the Children of Israel? It is obviously about them because the Torah proceeds to mention the
names of the tribes that are blessed.

     2. Why is it necessary to mention that it is before his death? We are aware from elsewhere in the Parasha that this was
before he passed away.

     The nature of the world is that when a person passes from this earth, he thinks of what is dearest to him and usually
blesses his own family. In the case of Moshe Rabbenu, 'a"h, his love for the Jewish people was so great that he blessed all
the tribes of Israel. His own children were not mentioned individually, but rather, included in the all encompassing blessings,
proving that his love for all his people was very great.  There is a Pasuq (verse): Sof Dabar Hakkol Nishma' (the end explains
everything). The Torah by mentioning these two points stresses that since it was mentioned at the end of his life, this proves
the immense love he had for all Israel throughout his life.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai Drashoth, Parshath Wezoth Habberakha)

Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe 'a"h
Rejoice and Be Happy

Joy and happiness should be an intrinsic part of our very essence all year around. The service of G-d should be
accompanied by Sim¥a (happiness). In connection to the holiday of Sukkoth, we are specifically commanded to be happy:
And you shall rejoice in your holiday... and you should be completely joyful. (Debarim 16: 14-15).

Our Rabbis of blessed memory teach us, that a person who is truly happy without any shadow of sadness during
Sukkoth, is guaranteed to have a good year and will be forever happy.

Can we possibly command our emotions? Is it realistic to expect us to have control over our feelings?

¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim, 'a"h, writes that feelings of sadness and dejection are man made. He adds that even when
times are tough and painful, such feelings are solely a creation of man. The Pele Yo’e£, 'a"h, adds that the extent of one's
control over his emotions is such, that when we decide to be happy, we will feel real happiness and vice versa.

What is the connection between Sukkoth and happiness? One of the main focal points of this holiday is the Sukkah,
which represents a temporary entity, as opposed to a house, which is a permanent entity. The Sukkah gives us a message
that everything in this life is temporary and finite. Money, estates, riches and the like come and go. There is no real joy that
one may derive from them. The only thing that generates true happiness is the fulfillment of G-d's commandments and
following the path of the Torah. the Sukkah is a reminder of what is really important in life and what we should chase after,
in order to be happy.
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